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Abstract
New device technologies and applications with their ever increasing performance and functionality are
driving the requirements and innovation for assembly and packaging. The technology boundaries between
semiconductor technology, packaging and system design are becoming blurred. As a result chip, package
and system designers will have to work closer together than ever before in order to drive the performance for
future microelectronic systems. In addition heterogeneous integration will be an integral aspect for all future
advanced electronic applications.
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Abstract
The explosive growth of information exchange requires scalable, highyield and costeffective integration of
microsystems. Silicon photonics is becoming a technology of choice for optical communications.
Compatibility with cmos manufacturing process is one key of success since it allows taking advantage of the
production capacities of foundries; i.e. big volume and low cost manufacturability [12]. Integration of high
performances devices is the key of success for these platforms.
Today, many silicon platforms are available in foundry with similar device offer aiming to address at least 25
Gb/s applications. CEALeti has developed such base line silicon photonic technology with demonstrated
results for 50 Gb/s data rate. New technological challenges are explored to improve the capacities of this
platform by developing new integration schemes such as multilevel silicon, integration of a silicon nitride level
on top of the silicon or heterogeneous materials and specific edge coupling processing.
We are presenting here results on 3 addon developed on our silicon photonic platform:
• silicon nitride and hybrid silicon nitride on silicon device
• Hybrid IIIV on silicon laser
• 3D packaging
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Abstract
Indium Phosphide is today’s major technology platform for fabrication of Photonic ICs (PICs). InP foundries
processes provide all the building blocks required in modern telecommunication and datacommunication
systems, including lasers, modulators, detectors, and a variety of passive components. While
telecommunication is the dominant market, InP PICs are increasingly finding application in many kinds of
sensor systems, medical diagnostics, metrology and automotive. R&D efforts are directed towards
improvement of building block performance and building block descriptions, in order to support accurate PIC
design.
An important next step is integration and codesign of photonic and electronic functionality, e.g. lasers and
modulators with their electronic driver circuits, and providing integrated photonicelectronic modules as
building blocks in the library. This will release designers from the need to design complex drivers which
match the specifications of the photonic circuits and enable them to use the components as smart black
boxes. Integration of monitor diodes will extend the capabilities of the smart modules by integrating feed
back circuitry.
In the presentation progress in photonicelectronic integration will be described and its potential for Smart
Integrated Photonic Building Blocks will be discussed.
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Abstract
We will present and discuss some of the great research challenges and application opportunities related to
energy efficient computing and sensing devices and systems, in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and having heterogeneous integration as an a technology enabler.
3D heterogeneously integrated chips combining CMOS logic, memory, sensors, ADC and analog/RF circuits
and 3D integrated energy harvesters, are currrently explored to build full IoT sensor nodes with fog and edge
computation capability, supporting future Artificial Intelligence applications.
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Abstract
Automotive electronics will show an annual 2digit growth until 2025. One driver of this development is the
increasing number of sensors and actuators in vehicles. This is not only due to additional functions of driver
assistance systems, but also due to the demand for loweremission and more efficient drive systems.
New sensor functionalities also require new or diversified sensor designs with partly new components and
materials. Here, magnetic materials also play an important role.
The results are heterogeneous systems, which require new manufacturing technologies. The classic back
end sensor packaging is facing new challenges.
The processing of magnetic materials creates several problems. These are among other things the clean
feeding of magnets and a damagefree handling. Adhesive technologies must be adapted to different
materials, including a desired short curing time. Despite the processing of roughly tolerated magnetic
materials, a high accuracy in the placement must be achieved. Furthermore, the automation concept should
enable a high production rate with short cycle times and continuous data tracking during the packaging
process.
XENON has many years of experience in the development of productspecific equipment, especially for
sensor and actuator mass production.
In the context of an EUfunded project "IoSense", preliminary studies were carried out for special
technologies to produce magnetic sensors, how process safety can be realized together with high quality
requirements. Some results will be presented.
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